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Abstract—In this paper, we present a characterization, through
its convergence analysis, and an optimisation of a joint source-
channel receiver composed of a LDPC decoder and a Soft Input
Soft Output (SISO) source decoder. Under Gaussian approxima-
tion, assuming the knowledge of the extrinsic mutual information
transfer function (EXIT chart) of the source decoder, we derive the
Mutual Information evolution equations, that semi-analytically
describe the convergence of the iterative system behavior and, to
complete the study, the stability condition at the convergence fixed
point is derived for the joint receiver. From this analysis, a gen-
eral optimisation method of the irregularity of the LDPC codes is
proposed, which can be reduced to a linear programming optimi-
sation problem. Simulation results show improved performance
when compared to an AWGN optimized LDPC code.

Index Terms—LDPC codes, joint source and channel decoding
(JSCD), irregularity optimisation.

I. I NTRODUCTION

The interest of a joint source-channel receiver is commonly
recognized, which takes advantage of both the structure and
the residual redundancy of the source. Namely, [2][6] consider
JSCD for serially concatenated Convolutional Codes and Vari-
able Length Code (VLC) SISO decoders. In [5] and more re-
cently [8], a doubly iterative system involving turbo-codes and
VLC codes is investigated. In this letter is addressed the prob-
lem of theconvergence analysis and optimisationof irregular
LDPC codes to improve overall performance of a joint receiver
based on a LDPC decoder and a given SISO source decoder.
In Section II, the overall JSCD system is described. In Sec-
tion III, the mutual information (MI) evolution is derived using
a Gaussian approximation, to completely describe the conver-
gence behavior. The mandatory stability condition (fixed point
convergence stability) is also derived. Optimisation rules are
then given in Section IV, together with corresponding results
for an example of source code. Finally simulations results are
given in Section V and conclusions and perspectives are drawn
in Section VI.

II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION AND HYPOTHESIS

In the following, we consider the Binary Input-Additive
White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) channel as the propagation
channel. Since the LDPC decoder is itself iterative, the global
joint turbo receiver could be interpreted as a ”doubly iterative”
type of receiver, made of the concatenation of a LDPC decoder
and a SISO source decoder. For practical considerations, we
assume that the LDPC code is systematic. A decoding iteration
for the global iterative receiver is composed of one LDPC de-
coding step and one SISO source decoder step and, as in many
works, we assume initial synchronisation of the source decoder.

The factor graph corresponding to the proposed system is given
in Figure 1. For the purpose of the optimisation, infinite length
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Fig. 1. Graph representation for the joint LDPC and source decoder.

codewords are considered. Belief propagation (BP) is used for
the LDPC decoder and Maximum A Posteriori (MAP) decoding
through BCJR (equivalent to BP on a VLC factor graph) for the
source decoder. The main consideration in the proposed sys-
tem is that, contrarily to classical approaches, we do not insert
an interleaver between the LDPC decoder and the SISO source
decoder. This is based on the requirement that the source de-
coder must have the knowledge of the degree of the data nodes,
to which it is connected, as shown in Figure 1. This crucial
hypothesis is used to express the MI evolution in Section III.

III. JSCD WITH LDPC CODES: CONVERGENCE ANALYSIS

A. Notations

In our analysis, we consider the MI of the Log-Likelihood
ratio (LLR) messages along the edges in the graph (see [3] for
more details). As the source decoder provides an extrinsic in-
formation only for information bit, two classes of data nodes
must be distinguished, namely information and redundancy
data nodes (see Figure 2). At decoding iteration`, we will note
respectivelyx(`)

cv , x
I(`)
vc (i), x

R(`)
vc (i), x

(`)
vs (i) andx

(`)
sv (i) the MI

from parity check nodes to variable nodes, the MI from variable
nodes with connection degreei to check nodes for information
(I) data nodes, the MI from variable nodes with connection de-
greei to check nodes for redundancy (R) data nodes, the MI
from variable nodes with connection degreei to source decoder
and the MI from source decoder to variable nodes. We define
x

(`)
vc as the MI at the check node input (after the interleaverπ).

It is thus a mixture ofxI(`)
vc (i) andx

R(`)
vc (i). Using a Gaussian

Approximation [4], all MI quantities can be related to the mean
of LLR messages with the functionJ(.) defined as follows [3]

J(m) = 1− 1√
4πm

∫

R
log2 (1 + e−v) exp

(−(v −m)2

4m

)
dv.



Considering the LDPC code structure, are denoted byρ =
[ρ2, . . . , ρtrmax

]>, λI = [λI
2, . . . , λ

I
tcmax

]> and λR =
[λR

2 , . . . , λR
tcmax

]> respectively the proportion of edges con-
nected to check nodes with degree{j, j = 2 . . . trmax

}, the
proportion of edges connected to information data nodes with
degree{i, i = 2 . . . tcmax} and the proportion of edges con-
nected to the redundancy data nodes with connection degree
{r, r = 2 . . . tcmax}. trmax (resp. tcmax ) is the highest avail-
able connection degree for the check nodes (resp. the data

nodes).{λ̃i
I
, i = 2 . . . tcmax

} and{λ̃R
r , r = 2 . . . tcmax

} are
respectively the information data nodes proportion and the re-
dundancy data nodes proportion. Assuming propagation on an
AWGN channel, the mean of channel observations messages is
µ0 = 2/σ2 with σ2 the noise variance of the channel.
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Fig. 2. Data node messages: (Left) Information data node, (Right) Redun-
dancy data node

B. Mutual Information evolution

Assuming Gaussian Approximation for both the LDPC de-
coder and the SISO source decoder, we can explicit the follow-
ing set of MI evolution equations:
• variable nodes messages update:

xI(`)
vc (i) = J(µ0 + (i− 1)J−1(x(`−1)

cv ) + J−1(x(`−1)
sv (i)))

xR(`)
vc (r) = J(µ0 + (r − 1)J−1(x(`−1)

cv ))

x(`)
vc =

tcmax∑

i=2

λI
i x

I(`)
vc (i) +

tcmax∑
r=2

λR
r xR(`)

vc (r) (1)

• check nodes messages update:

x(`)
cv = 1−

trmax∑

j=2

ρjJ((j − 1)J−1(1− x(`)
vc )) (2)

• LDPC decoder to source decoder messages update:

x(`)
vs (i) = J(µ0 + iJ−1(x(`)

cv (i))), ∀i = 2, . . . , tcmax (3)

• source decoder messages update:

x(`)
sv (i) = T(x(`)

vs (i)), ∀i = 2, . . . , tcmax (4)

where T(.) is the EXIT chart function of the source decoder.
Generally, T(.) can not be explicitly given but can be estimated
using Monte Carlo simulations as done in [7] or [8] using a
Gaussian Approximation. The validity of equation (4) comes
from the fact that there is no interleaver between the LDPC

decoder and the SISO source decoder. Equations (1), (2), (3)
and (4) give the complete MI evolution

x(`+1)
vc = F ([λI , λR], x(`)

vc , µ0) (5)

for which the initial conditions arex(0)
sv (i) = 0, ∀i =

2, . . . , tcmax andx
(0)
cv = 0. The conditionF ([λI , λR], x, µ0) >

x, ∀x ∈ [0, 1] ensures convergence at the fixed pointx = 1 for
equation (5). This condition, calledstability condition, gives
constraints on the LDPC code profile for optimisation for a con-
sidered source functionT (.).

C. Stability Condition

In this section, the stability condition of the fixed point cor-
responding to a zero error probability is studied. The stability
condition is mandatory to ensure that the joint receiver con-
verges to a vanishing error probability [9]. This implies to
study the stability of the fixed point of equation (5) atx = 1,
which is done by resolvingF ′([λI , λR], 1, µ0) < 1. Based
on results on the derivative of the functionJ(.) from [10, pp.
1724–1725], the stability condition is expressed as follows:

Proposition 1: Under Gaussian assumption and using MI
evolution, the stability condition is given by

(i) if T (1) = 1: λR
2 < e

1
2σ2 /

∑
j ρj(j − 1),

(ii) if T (1) < 1: λI
2e
−M

4 + λR
2 < e

1
2σ2 /

∑trmax
j=2 ρj(j − 1),

with M = J−1(T(1)). Note that ifT (1) → 1, thenM → +∞,
so condition(ii) gives to condition(i).
As we can see, the stability conditionjointly depends on the
channel parameters and the transfert functionT (.).

IV. LDPC CODES OPTIMISATION FORJSCDSYSTEMS

A. Optimisation as a linear programming problem

Looking closely to equations (1)-(4), one can see that MI
evolution equation (5) is linear in the parametersλI

i , i =
2, . . . , tcmax andλR

r , r = 2, . . . , tcmax . In the sequel, the fol-

lowing additional vector notations are used:λ = [λI>, λR>]>,
1/tc = [1/2, . . . , 1/tcmax ]

> and1/tr = [1/2, . . . , 1/trmax ]
>.

Since we are interested in the optimisation of the LDPC code
structure, it is proposed to maximize the rateR of the code for
JSCD as done in [4]. An additional rate constraint on the pro-
portion distribution must be considered, due to the fact that con-
sidered LDPC codes are systematic, which implies that the sum
of systematic variable node proportions is equal to the rateR.
After some mathematical computations for the rate constraint,
the optimisation problem can finally be stated as follows:

λopt = max
λ

[1/tc
>

, 1/tr
>]>λ (6)

under the constraints:

[C1] proportion constraints:1>λ = 1 and1/tc
>

λR = 1/tr
>

ρ,
[C2] convergence constraints (Cf. eq. (5)):F (λ, x, µ0) > x,
[C3] stability condition:λI

2e
−M

4 + λR
2 < λ∗2(σ

2, ρ).



B. Optimisation results

In this section, we present some obtained optimisation re-
sults. Without loss of generality (the method presented here is
valid for any other SISO decoder), we consider a SISO Variable
Length Code (SISO-VLC) as the source decoder. The VLC
code considered as our example and the corresponding inde-
pendent symbols source are taken from [2]: it consists of the
codebookC = (00, 11, 010, 101, 0110) with associated proba-
bilities P = (0.33, 0.30, 0.18, 0.10, 0.09). The associated en-
tropy and VLC average length are respectivelyH = 2.14 and
l = 2.46 bits/symbols. The SISO-VLC source decoder is a Bit-
level MAP VLC soft decoder introduced by [1]. The extrinsic
MI transfer function is estimated through Monte Carlo simula-
tions as in [7]. For the VLC code used, simulated EXIT charts
gives the conditionT (1) ' 1. As in [4], we consider concen-
trated degrees distribution forρ(x). We can perform the opti-
misation for different values ofρ = ρj +(1−ρ)(j +1) and ob-
tain the code with the best decoding threshold. Fortcmax = 30
andR = 1/2, the optimal value that minimizes the threshold
is ρ = 7.91 and the data node connection profile obtained is
given byλ(x) = λI(x) + λR(x) with λI(x) = 0.1130x +
0.0830x3 +0.1201x4 +0.0588x8 +0.1044x9 +0.2516x29 and
λR(x) = 0.2216x + 0.0475x2. The two polynomialsλI(x)
andλR(x) define the irregularity profile of the whole code. As
a result of the optimisation process, low connected data node
are associated with redundancy bits, whereas the highest con-
nected are associated with information bits. It appears that the
optimisation process seems to allocate the highest connected
data nodes to information bits to fully benefit from the increase
of information provided by the SISO-VLC decoder.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

Considering the JSCD optimized code and the VLC code of
Section IV, Figure 3 gives Bit Error Rate (BER) performance
for the codeword lengthN = 30000 after150 iterations. The
residual source redundancy is given byRs = H/l = 0.86992.
The overall redundancy rate is given byRT = RsR = 0.43496.
At rate RT , the Shannon limit for AWGN channel gives the
theoretical information bit energy to noise ratioEb/N0 =
−0.0957 dB. The BER performance is compared to the per-
formance of the bestR = 1/2 AWGN optimized code given
by [4] with parametertcmax = 30. In this case,ρ = 8.95630.
The information bits are mapped into theR data nodes with the
highest connection degrees corresponding a priori to the best
mapping for finite length codeword when only AWGN chan-
nel is assumed. As shown in Figure IV, the code optimized
for JSCD exhibits better performance (about 0.4 dB) than the
AWGN optimized one. This shows that a good LDPC code,
optimized for the AWGN channel is not necessarily optimum
for another type of channel.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, the semi-analytical convergence analysis and a
general method for the optimisation of irregular LDPC codes
for joint source-channel receivers are proposed. Assuming the
knowledge of the extrinsic MI transfer function of the source
decoder, under Gaussian approximation, the joint decoder MI
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Fig. 3. BER versusEb/N0, N = 30000, R = 1/2 and 150 iterations

evolution can be written as a linear function of the LDPC pa-
rameters, as in others LDPC optimisation problems [4][10]. To
complete the study, the stability condition of the global receiver
was derived. The method was applied to the case of a SISO
VLC decoder, but it can be generalized to any other message
passing source decoder. In this paper, we focus on the optimi-
sation of LDPC code structure for a given source decoder. The
next step will be to adress the global optimisation of the joint
decoder dealing with the tradeoff between the resulting redun-
dancy after source coding and the redundancy introduced by
channel coding. Further studies will also deal with the appli-
cation to low complexity SISO-VLC algorithms providing less
accurate extrinsic information and with the impact on perfor-
mance.
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